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SGlElectiohs Put

Q6

Rowan into Office
- Carol

explained that she would "like to
see the general assembly become
a more cohesive organization
discussion can flow more
"freely, and where an increase in
interaction between the G.A.

"

presently the
Vice President of the Student
Government Associatiortr has
been elected President of S.G.A.
by a margin of 545 to 305 votes.
G re tchen Johnson defeated
George LCrisci in garnering the
position of S.G.A. Vice President.
Most other S.G.A. races were
non-Competitiv-

RowarC

in-whi-

e

.V'

1
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THE NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE wiU be performing with the Charlie Daniels Band
a week from tonight. Tickets are on sale in Lowry Center.

by Tracey Dils
Because of student dissatisfaction with the current alcohol
policy here at Wooster that allows
only 3.2 beer at official college

"

.

V

V

Alcohol Policy Study Conducted

-

.-

I

.,iW

Student Government Organizations from other liberal arts
colleges in Ohio. "Such a
conference would provide an
excellent opportunity to share
new "ideas and information with'
students attending institutions
similar to ours," she said.

Though five candidates ran for
Campus - Council Member-at-Largpositions, only three
Cindy Weiler, John
students
were
White, and David Ward
able to gain office. Weiler led all
new electees with 520 votes; White
received 428 votes, and Ward
gathered 399. Beth Farnsworth
came in fourth, only 37 votes
-

I

.

Colmey.

behind Ward.
. Missy "Betcher is the new
Secretary of the S.G.A., Katy
Knall will head the Financial Affairs

1

representatives and the student

exception of the campaign for
Treasurer, which resulted in a
narrow, 43 vote victory for Kathi
-

1

body would also occur."
She suggested that Wooster
sponsor ' a conference of the

with the

e,

ch

because of a local rule rather than
a college one) but that all schools
were concerned that students not
break state drinking laws and that
drinking be confined to certain
areas on campus.

ui

Cpmmittee, Greg Hook will jun functions, the Voice has
3tudy of'tH ''.various
ihe. Social Affairs Ggrjoraittee, and
Dave Guiley will handle Student alcohol policies at four other
G.L.C.A. schools of similar size.
Services and Special Projects.
The
Voice found that only Oberlin
for
prepared
the
statement
ma
Voice before the election, Rowan College has the same stipulation
concerning 3.2 beer (and this is

.

. claims
in its
policy that "Alf "members oT the
University will observe the laws of
Ohio-Wesleya-

rv

the State of Ohio... The
of 3.2 beer is
consumption
permitted at the age of 18 and

Writer's Problems Discussed
by Louise A. Blum
"appraisal of their works" and sent,
"The Black Writer's Dilemma--th- e their literature to black publishers,
Universal vs. the Particularized only to find many of their works
Theme" was the subject of a 'rejected for being "not Black
lecture deliveredJTuesday night by enough...not angry enough." Black
teacher apd writer Annetta Jefferliterature of- - the - 1960's was
son, as a part of Black History expected to reflect the "new Black
Week.
aesthetic" and nothing else.
But Jefferson disagrees with that
The dilemma referred to In the
title, Jefferson began, springs from
conception. She feels that black
the fact that Blacks have two writers must get away from- - the
idea that there are "certain topics '
cultures to interpret in their writing.
One is. the "western culture as a reserved for Blacks."
...
whole," while the other is the
She then proceeded to outline
"Negro quality and their legitimate three main ideas pertaining to why
black writers choose mainly to
contribution to a larger culture."
The professor first discussed the write about the "Black experience." First, "the writer writes
main problem faced by ."black
writers as a whole": with what about what he knows best and
topics should they deal? She cited
particular instances where black
authors have come up against the
Lawdemands of society-Pa- ul
by R. Wilson
rence Dunbar, who wanted to write
traditional English verse, but found
Can you graduate early from the
himself forced by the public to College of Wooster? Thirty-sevewrite the more popular dialect of 386, graduating seniors last year
poems...Countee Cullen, who was finished their minimum B.A.
"Criticized for abandoning race as degree requirements (35 credits),
a whole"...Langston" Hughes, who at the end of winter quarter, the
was "brought to task" because his majority through summer
programs.
poems lacked the expected
' Many students engage in
Black writers at that time,
studies, such
Jefferson commented dryly, were various
urgently seeking "to rediscover as the German session in Vienna
gh
many of them had and Wooster m Greece. Through
summer internships, a student can
never been there."
also obtain additional course
In the 1960's "Negro, or rather
Black, noetry emerged." Writers credits. Wooster offers extra
summer classes, most of
begarjj. gnore the white critics'
--

.

'

--

about that which he feels
strongly." The Black, the speaker
emphasized, has a history of
struggle and survival. He exists as a
minority and is often "looked upon
as a type, rather than an individual
who is part of a group." This
struggfe is inevitably reflected in his
writing. His interpretation ' of his
environment is influenced by a
world that is, Jefferson asserted,
"divided and unequal." Secondly,
the black writer is often made to
feel guilty if he attempts to deviate
from the common and accepted
theme. Lastly, the black writer has
a responsibility to disprove the
traditional stereotypes inflicted

cont'd, oji pg. 3

other alcoholic beverages at age

also requires that alcoholic

21; but they allow any form of

beverages can be served at
University functions only if other

alcohol to be served at college

functions. "Possession

and

non-alcohol- ic

beverages

are

consumption on campus," the provided. The code also states
code further states, "shall be that Denison students are under
confined to those' areas within the jurisdiction of the laws of. the State
walls of student living unit' and of Ohio: "Each Denison student is
sorority houses. No possession or individually and personally
consumption shall be permitted in responsible for seeing that his
other
areas of the behavior and the behavior of other
campus." A student living unit : students is in accord with 1) all
determines, by vote, the areas of University rules 2) with applicable
their dormitory or fraternity where provisions of the Law of the State
alcohol may be consumed or of Ohio and 3) with applicable
whether it can be consumed at all. provisions of established local
This statement then must be laws."
approved by the University judicial
Kenyon's restrictions on
system before it goes into alcoholic beverages claims that
implementation. No alcohol "drinking shall be confined to the
policy, Dean Ellen Tyson told the immediate vicinity of residence or
Voice, has been turned down in lodges. Drinking elsewhere
the last five years. Dean Tyson is including intercollegiate and
dissatisfied with the current policy intramural athletic events is
at O.W.U. because it does not considered public drinking and is
work effectively in implementainacceptable." In order for
tion.
alcoholic beverages to be served
Similarly, Denison University at a Kenyon party, the party must
requires that drinking take place be registered with the administraonly in living units and only after a tion. Beer kegs "are not permitted
policy has been approved by the in student residences unless
entire unit. Consumption of liquor registered by use of a Party Permit
outside student living areas Form, and then may be placed
requires the permission of a only in a lounge. Finally, Kenyon
special social committee. Denison
cont'd, on pg. 5
--

-

non-residenc-

e
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Early Griaduation Possible From Wooster
n

"

;

"primi-tivism.- "

off-camp-

us

Africa-thou-

on-camp-

us

which are special or advanced.
"We offer only a few tutorial
courses during the summer
because the summer schedule
should be a special program, not a
duplication of the regular quarter,"
offered Dean Holliday. Many
students study at a college or
university near their home town to
achieve summer credits. In order
to do so, a student must complete
study to
a request for
will be
taken
credits
insure that the
off-camp-

us

example, just for a change of
expressed the
environment,"
Dean. All students, however, are
required to take their final six
credits at the College of Wooster.
A student may also graduate
early by accumulating a high
number of advanced placement
credits. At least eight advanced
placement credits are needed to
graduate a full year early, a very
unlikely amount for any student to

achieve. Early graduation,

usually involves
transferable to Wooster.'s therefore,
spending additional time and is
"Although we stress Wooster
summer programs, I think it is
good for a student to live at home
and go to a large university for

most often a combination of
summer course credits and

advanced

placement credits.

"Many students who graduate at

the end of winter quarter, stay at
Wooster during the spring to take
classes that they have never been
able to fit in, or to take an easy
load," explained Dean Holliday.
"Also, there are not many jobs
available and many graduate

schools

and positions

of

employment do not accept people
in the middle of the year," she
continued. "In this regard, a
student is better off to get
additional credits and be ready for
graduate school or employment in
September."
Another way to obtain a college
credit, although it is irrelevant to
cont'd, on pg. 5
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Reactions From Faculty
To Curriculum Pro posal

TOT

TURKEY

::A(T,:
V?N
Mp
L

VAttI?Y

more faculty after facultystudent
-A OOol
discussion takes place. Several
"
with
faculty were not impressed
'
THIUO I DIDN'T VOTE
changes in the newly proposed
E.P.C.'s newly proposed curriculum. One commented, It
curriculum is Eke trying to sell a doesn't represent a significant
v--.
curriculum is Eke trying to sail a change from where we are." Along
ship straight through a hurricane.
the same fines another prof stated,
One is likely to get caught up in a "Relying on gimmicks, or fancy
number of currents and tossed names, or anything at all is
about- - There does not seem to be secondary. How weD they, (the
one, two, or even three consensus courses) are taught is more
opinions on the new package, but important." '
If indeed a consensus opinion
rather a number of attitudes
ranging from support, to mixed could be found, it would be
feelings, to opposition and even described as ambivalent. Many
apathy.
faculty who were surveyed have
A hesitancy on the part of "mixed feelings" or "reservations"
several faculty members to about the proposal because they
comment on the proposal, was objected to one or more of the
due to the fact that by Monday, sections. Professors seemed to be
February 12, (four days after the objecting to the specific section,
first faculty discussion and three which related directly to the
days after it had been printed in department in which they taught.
the Voice), they had not yet Most of thesecomplaints centered
carefully read the proposal. One around the notion that students
had taken a brief glance at the would not get a fair amount of
document but did not feel exposure in that particular area.
competent enough to make any
A member of the biology
comments whatsoever. A faculty department raised the concern
member who was not on any of the that, "The science requirement is
E.P.C.
subcommittees which diminishing and I'm not sure that's
designed the various sections of such a good thing." In the English
the package simply responded by department a faculty member said
saying, "I have great faith in the of the Fine ArtsLiterature
people who make the policies at category, "It had all the earmarks
the college. They have spent hours of a compromise. They are trying
and hours on this (new to touch too many bases."
curriculum), and I am willing to go "Physical Education got left out
along with their judgment."
when the grouping was changed to
Despite these instances of Fine Arts," said a P.E instructor
response, most referring to the idea of giving
noncommittal
raised bv a student who
wrong. This was a "domesticating"
profs who were questioned took partial credit to participants in Dear Editor,
for hadjust returned from a
situation
frustrating
and
some position on the issue. One varsity sports as well as to those
We were disappointed that last
type of response which perhaps performing in' music 'or drama week's
overseas' program.' Readjusting to
Voice did not include1 any students.?
his
that
Wooster has been difficult
could prove to be the most productions. There are no P.E
admitted
'
Nash
ideas or comments on Paul Nash's impressions of Wooster were
devastating to the proposal, is that people in any grouping,
because he has had to ask many
during the Symposium on
on
days
three
questions of himself and the
of total disagreement with the (subcommittee) which I feel is lecture
just
on
based
Education. We felt that his
Liberal
philosophy behind the new significant," the same instructor
campus, the Wooster documents college. Why did it take going away
talk was the culmination of the he had read (College catalogue,
to make him first examine what
curriculum. This disagreement
added.
series, especially because of his
was expressed in two areas: the
Others expressed concern for perceptive appraisal of student the Inaugural Address, and Ad Wooster offers him, what he offers
move toward a more structured areas out of their own department
Hoc Committee Report on. Wooster. and why he is here? He
His
campus.
this
on.
morale
questioned, and we also wonder
curriculum, and also the similarity especially for the proposed
Student Conduct and Responsiques"powerfully
why Wooster doesn't make us
of the new curriculum to the freshman studies sequence of presentationlegitimacy of the "A bility) and talking with students
tioned the
challenge ourselves much earlier.
limited exposure
faculty.
present one. "I've never been Western Culture and Critical
This
and
philosophy for
or
"answers"
the
him
give
more alarmed about structured Inquiry and Expression. One Place Apart"
did not
in our academic lives.
Wooster. Nash also questioned, even "the complete Wooster
We feel that Nash's presentation
requirements'' said one
faculty member felt that the
very
in
a
was
a great opportunity for
that
believe
We
faculty member after reading the sequence of the courses should be how Wooster's structure
picture.
integrates students in the decisionto
time he was struck by Wooster (EVERYONE)
entire E.P.C. proposal. Although switched, while another felt that making
short
process.'
arts
libera
a
present
as
itself
with
the
criticize
response
distress
this was not a common
the ideas in the Western Culture
made the analogy that the students'
system. Thus his speech was institution. We believe that it is
of the faculty surveyed, it seems to course might be better "ANash
is like
philosophy
Apart"
Place
'
to the students' healthy and positive.
be a basic concern of students, implemented in senior interdepart-cont'being in a wheelchair. An sensitive
people
encourage
they
are
want
to
feeling
that
We
overwhelming
which may alter the attitudes of
on pg. 3
institution that limits the student's up against a wafl.
listen
to the
to
Nash
missed
who
education to strictly academic
talk there was
his talk which is in the AV
of
Following
tape
Nash's
WOOSTER VOICE
ideas without incorporating how
much controversial debate on dept. at the library. Also, this
Published weekly during the academic year by the students ot the
we are supposed to challenge the
had , raised. Saturday night at 5:30 there will be
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
world with these ideas is missing questions he
of the a
at Westminster Church
defense
Immediate
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of
boafc When that wheelchair is
the
anyone interested in
by
alumnus
voiced
for
was
policy.
House
administration
taken away after four years the institution
received much continuing discussion of issues
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
faculty.
Nash
and
student will fall flat on hisher face. support from the students in the raised at the Symposium. We feel
students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater
'
Nash explained that the
AD
the
may
correspondence
to
be
addressed
community.
Wooster
'
that is is important that the
hierarchy and the way decisions audience.
WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187. The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
oartrcularly
good
cont'd, on pg. 3
a
feel
that
We
44691.
are made have great effect on the
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press
Re-evaluat- ed
students. A horizontal decision- Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association. Subscription rates are
making structure would take into
$6.50 per year for a second class subscription and $9.50 for first class.
consideration the students ideas Dear Editor,
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center,
and concerns. He called this
are free to walk to Krogers or
I take execution to the Feb. 9,
Telephone:
(216)
433.
extension
19.
G
Room
"liberating"
in
the
that
process
K Mart to purchase cosmetic items
MonoSTAFF
79 editorial, "Bookstore's
entire campus would be involved. poly Questioned". I consider it In at lower prices. Those of us who
Doug Pmkham
.'
f
At Wooster, decisions are .vertical very poor taste to publicly criticize choose to buy such items at the
Associate Editors:
GregStokis
and "domesticating" because they a man without giving him, perhaps, bookstore must expect to pay
News......
Lisa Vickery
the locational
Feature
. do not take students' input into
five minutes to explain himself. I additionally for
Jim Wilkins
Sports
the savings in
account. Granted, we understand would
Le..
convenience,
Justify
be the last person to
Amy Sancetta
Photography
someone is responsible for
walking to a distant
that
not
from
time
Wilson
of
the
policies
Tracey Dils, Diana Lutz
Contributing Editors
making the final decision, but the pricing However, I would not store. I suggest that criticisms
Mary Ann WoocSe
Production Manager
students feel disregarded. Nash Bookstore.on a campaign against regarding the bookstore's pricing
.'
Cindi Meister
Advertising Manager
s
used visitation as an example. Last embark
educational
Anne Beever
Circulation Manager
Don Noll without first questioning policies be directed at
Copeland
Spring
President
which it does have
Lori Carlson
Copy Editor
reasons behind such supplies, over
'
:
t
decided to veto the SG A visitation him on the
power. Ii umm u
Assistant Editors:
some
- another
monopoly
As
policies.
'
proposal. Nash said that this was pricing
Martha Oesch
Feature ....
its readers to
i
it
to
owes
Voice
(prospective), I would
Dan Hunter.
Sports
the ' President's- - prerogative. economist
and more
slanderous
less
a
present
the
that
out
,
John Walsh, Greg Tonian
Photography
However, leading the students to also like to point monopoly, at well researched view on this
believe that their efforts would be bookstore is not a
"
Reporting Staff: Louise A Blum, Robin Wilson, Dianna Troyer, Hank
of subtecL
taken into consideration, when least from the standpoint
S perry. Brenda Luger, Kevin Kikommons, Deb Berg, Brigit Staatsen, Dan
Mary Ellen Buchanan
AH of us
actually they would not. was noneducational supplies.
Harkins, Susie Estill, Amy Havener, Cathy Garrigus.
by Susie EstSl
Trying to determine a general
attitude of the faculty toward the

IT'S

Vf

j

v Really vpswij

ifH

.

Nash's Speech Summarized
.

six-mont- h

"-

-

v-!- .;

"

long-tim- e

d.

pot-hic- k

Bookstore

264-123-

4.

Edhor-in-Chie-
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Womeira's Role Depicted
by Lisa Vickery
A large number of .campus"
activities this winter have pur- posdy had centralized themes with
the focus for providing a thorough
examination as well as a continuity
to such events. The International
Film Festival, the Brahms Festival,
Black History Week and the
various symposiums have been
events concentrating attention on a
specific area of art or thought
valuable to students.
Increasing the awareness of the
campus has been one of the
motives behind all of these events
and the same reason is the basis for
next week's film festival dealing
with "Images of Women." The
Women's Resource Center, The
Department of History and the
Women's Studies Committee has
program
put together a week-lonof films concerning women.

tional experiences is one of tne
topics that ties together both of the
evening films.
' Alternate lifestyles for married
women is discussed in Women: the
Hand That Craddles the Rock,
which wiH be shown hi two films,
on being a portrait of a lesbian
couple and the other about the
lives of two single mothers.
. The films on Thursday cover a
series of topics from women textile
workers to a female model and the
myths about as well as the artistic
of women. Exact
exDression

The films picture women in a
wide Variety of roles, some traditional and some unconventional.
Either way, they are all a review of
attitudes and promote a response
to review personal attitudes regarding both sexes.
The first film, this Sunday night
at 8 p.m.. Salt of the Earth, is a
film that deals
with political and ethnic questions
as well as the recognition of
women as equals. These ideas
revolve around problems during a
miner's strike.
Each weekday a number of films
will be shown. From 5:00-6:3during Monday through Thursday
a film will be shown in the.Lowry
Center Pit and theniothers will Se,
presented in Mateer at 8:00. On
Monday, Yudie, a film depicting an
older woman who lived an untradi-tiona- l
lifestyle for her generation of
women wiU be shown, followed by
three films at 8:00 on women

this," argued one of the

.

.

.

cont'd, from pg. 2
mental seminars wnen stuoents
would be more prepared to deal
with

these concepts. Also,

objection was raised to the
emphasis placed on methodology
in the social science requirement.
"Social sciences don't depend on

respondents from a
science department. "Where will
students get a thinking
background on the philosophies
That
behind the methods?"
professor cited Mill, Locke, and
Hobbes' ideas as examples of what
would be excluded from such a
non-soci-

al

plan.

al

The area in which much of the
controversy will inevitably rest, is
that of the language requirement.
The majority of the E.P.C. favored
a plan where a student could 1)
demonstrate 113 level competency in a language to fulfill the
requirement or 2) demonstrate

0

112 level proficiency and
successfully complete a culture
course taught in English, or 3)
complete a sequence of three
culture courses or finally,
4) complete an approved
program in a
foreign language. At .the same
time, a group comprised of a
minority of the committee and
several interviewees not on either
the EP.C. or the subcommittee
non-Weste-

off-camp-

.

rn

us

non-Englis- h

artists.

-

.

"

Proposal Assessed

g

muhi-dimension-

scheduling along with detailed
descriptions of each film can be
found in the brochures given to
r each student.
The Weekend movie, The Turning Point, although not included in
the "Images of Women" brochure,
is an extention of the film festival.
Because of the Charlie Daniels
concert, this film will be shown on
Saturday and Sunday night in
place of the Friday and Saturday
night schedule. Except for the
Turning Point, an of these films are
free to students.

Some issues raised by - the
women's movement dominate
Tuesday's
Answer,
Women's
educa
Lowry.
Women's
movie in
.

which

studied the Foreign

Language and Culture require
ment, supported the minority

opinion which proposed a
requirement of third level

competency in a foreign language
or completion of an approved
program of study in a
speaking country.
,, FinaUy, the only group not yet
mentioned are those who support
the new curriculum package as
written. This group is made up
almost entirely of EP.C. members
or subcommittee members who
have worked on the proposal.
While some faculty would support
the package as written, either with
personal reservations or if certain
changes were made, E.P.C. .
members say that if the present
version does not go through, they
could not support the package
with compromises. "If certain
parts fail, I will not vote for it,"
declared one E.P.C. member. On
non-Englis- h

Professor Annetta Jefferson delivered a lecture on the problems faced
by Black writers as part of Black History Week activities. Photo by
John Walsh.

Black Writers Analyzed

hand, faculty

the other

involvement in the E.PrC.
subcommittees

interested faculty and majors is

scheduled for 8 p.m. Tuesday
evening. On Wednesday, Saltman
wiU speak to the Urban Sociology
class before her convocation, and
wiU meet with the Social Science
Table at noon.
Saltman is the Founder and
Executive Secretary of the Fair
Housing Contact Service in
Akron, the former Chairperson of
Akron s Social Services Task

:

unammended approval. Of the
125 faculty on
campus, over 40 played a part in
one or more areas of the proposal.
approximately

Dean Holliday, E.P.C. head,
could not predict how the faculty
would accept the new curriculum
proposal. Certainly with so many
differing opinions, unpredictability

seems to be an accurate
assessment of the situation.

participants..
-

'

'Nancy Duncan
Sue O'Brien

Award from the National

Association of Social Workers in
North Central Ohio.

I am infuriated and disappointed
with the first edition of the

Women's Resource Center
Newsletter, The Spinner. The
reason for my anger arises from

.

the endorsements and statements
of the women candidates in the
SGA election contained in the
newsletter. My anger is not aimed
at the candidates but at the fact
that the male candidates were not
asked for statements.
The candidates were denied
statements in the Voice due to
lack of space on account of the
EPC Curriculum Report. The
women now have statements

the

.

1

Questioned
e

y

for liberal arts

of Housing and
Urban Development in Columbus,
and the Public Citizen of the Year

To the Editor of the Voice and printed in a campus-widthe Women of the Women's publication distributed to all
students, and the men have
Resource Center

Nash Speech
challenge

Award from the

Coverage of

.

Symposium was not just a four-daaffair, but a continuing

member of the Board of Directors
for West side Neighbors, Inc. She
has received the Federal Women's

Department

by

.

Force, and the Founder and

Program

race

his

,

may' help win its

Sociologist Saltman to Appear Here
Dr. Juliet Saltman, a professor
of sociology at Kent State
University and author of books on
open housing and race relations,
wiU be visiting the College of
Woosfer on February 20 and 21 to
speak on urban sociological
problems. After meeting with
' faculty and students, she will
i i
JJ
deliver .1
ine tunvuuwun ouuicss,
"Reducing Urban Segregation,"-nex- t
Wednesday.
Saltman's books include Open
Housing as Social Movement,
in
Integrated Neighborhoods
Action, and Open Housing:
Dynamics of a Social Movement.
She has written articles for
Contemporary Sociology, Journal
of Sociology and Social Welfare,
Interracial Review and other
maaazines and journals dealing
with social services and sociology.
She is to arrive on February 20,
and wffl talk with urban studies and
political science students at lunch
and again at 4 p.m. A reception for

"react xMYf same manner?" If so,
ever it canW we concluded that they
are noiU individuals, but merely
ro!easting society.,
Jefferson stressed that the Black parts of a group.
Her plays, she has decided, are
must be presented as he really is;
he . must be shown as an particular on one .level,, and
The
another.
universal on
individual, not as a type."
to
relate
left
is
to
then,
audience,
on
embarked
The speaker then
the second part of her lecture, a them on any level they choose.
has
precis of her career as a black Jefferson disclosed that she
write
writer. Her dilemma has concerned often wondered why she can
the question of whether or not her poetry with no real regard to
universality
can "be achieved the "Black experience," but has
Inthrough the particular," the later been unable to keep from
She
plays.
her
it
into
corporating
"Black
being, in this case, the
concluded that It is because poems
experience."
Her first attempts at writing were are representative of "tense and
They are
imitations of classical writers, an immediate" emotion.
moment,"
of
a
"impressions
attempt she soon discovered to be
of
"an exercise in futility." She whereas plays are "impressions
lifetime."
a
realized that her ideas could not be
Jefferson concluded her lecture
expressed by traditional methods,
emphasizing the necessity of
by
but only through those of her own
"preconceived notions"
abolishing
devising.
"constitutes black
what
about
In the sixties, she "became more
"Blackness,"
the writer
literature."
serious about writing," beginning to
color-- it
portray not only Black themes, but explained, "is more than a world."
looking
the
at
of
way
is
a
also her own personal ideas. She
soon found her works rejected for
the same reason encountered by
other writers: they were "not
Black enough." Yet Jefferson
reflected, do aU Blacks necessarily

cont'd, from pg. 2

upon

nothing. The men have no chance
to make a statement as this
newsletter is distributed on the
day of the election.
This is an unfair and biased
action. The men were not even
approached for statements on
their positions towards women's
issues and they were not informed
in advance of this publication. The
damage is done.
The Women's Resource Center
aims to educate this community
about women and their role as
equal members of society. This
newsletter is sexism at its worst.
The newsletter talks about the
"freedom to choose because an

Flair Travol
Consultants

345 E. BOWMAN ST.

individual knows what the choices

are" but this newsletter only gives

you one side of the story. Female
chauvinism is as bad as male
chauvinism and this newsletter is a
demonstration of this.
It is unfortunate that this first
newsletter had to be released at
such an inappropriate time and
with such sexist overtones.
Remember, everyone has the right
to be heard.

For Your
Convenience
Just off the Collea
Campus For ALL
Your Travol Inquiries

ndNosos

David Ward
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Orchestra to GaveCoiniceirt
--

-

The. Academic Festival

Overa-tur- e

' the calendar. The fourth move- ment, 'winter, is dominated by one
. theme carried by the strings, but
also includes hints of the first
movement's main theme, reinforcing the idea of the cycle of the year.
The first movement is based on
the familiar theme known as the
"Brahms Lullaby."
In addition to the two Brahms
features, J.S. Bach's Brandenburg
Concerto No. 4 will be performed. ,
The various concert were written
for different combinations of instruments, the- fourth - one being
designed for a trio of two recorders
and a violin, accompanied by a
string orchestra and harpsichord.
The trio on Sunday evening will be
made up of two flutes and a violin.
AO three of the soloists are
members of the Wooster sym-- .
phony. Robert Hamilton, violin, is
the orchestra's concert master,
Heidi Rian, who will be one of the

seems an appropriate choice
for the opening selection of this
Sunday evening's Wooster Symphony Orchestra concert. Under
the direction of Nancy Buckingham, the orchestra's concert in
McGaw Chapel will mark the
climax of the College's 1979
Brahms Festival.
;
In 1879 the - University of
Breslau offered Brahms an honorary Doctorate and in 1880 Brahms
responded with the Academic
Festival Overture as a token of his
appreciation. The piece was then
performed a year later in Breslau at
a concert celebrating the "composer's reception of the award. The
Overture, which is a blend of
student songs from the University
during that period, calls for a large
orchestra, with particular augmentation of the woodwind and brass
sections.
His Symphony No. 2inD Major,
Op. 73 is the lightest of the four
symphonies written by Johannes
Brahms, whose style is somewhat a
by Greg Stolcis
continuation of Beethoven's. AlIn
his'
"Shattered
Dream" Symthough Brahms represents a bridge
lecture,
posium
entitled
"Bombed
between the Classical and RomanAway:
A
World
Look
War II in
at
eras,
tic
this symphony leans
Films," Dr. Henry Herring of the
particularly towards the classical
English .Department discussed the
form.
Brahms had no intentions of portrayal of the Second World War
creating specific" images from era by filmmakers, focusing prinature in his music, but this marily on the work of Alain
Resnais.
symphony has been called "the
. Dr. Herring noted that while an
Seasons." The mellow themes of
abundance
of films about World
the first movement resemble spring
II exist, the majority of them
War
and the rest follow the course of
.

.

--

-
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-
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-

I

i
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is the first violist - and '
Gretchen Johnson, a junior'at the
College, will be the other flutist
.The Brandenburg Concertos, of
which there are six in all, were a
product of Bach's prolific period of
chamber music composition while
employed in the ' court of the
German' Prince. Leopold. Having
many exceptionally talented musicians at . his disposal,. Bach - wrote
these challenging pieces to "be -performed by royalty. The title,
"Brandenburg" comes from Bach's
dedication of the music" to Leopold's uncle. Margrave Christian
Louis of Brandenburg, who had
been impressed "with the young'
Bach's compositions. ;
The Music Department welcomes the entire Wooster community to this orchestra concert
and as well as to the final chamber -concerts of the Brahms Festival on
February 18th and 25th. "
flutists

--

;

"

WW II Films Reviewed

.

:

are American made. While a great
many of these were made to boost

.

public

morale, several of them
'.made honest attempts at
.
ing the moral questions surrounding war. The difficulty the film;
I
maker
experienced in attempting
'
;
'
to
Juxtaposition
the ' horrors and
kaj
.
mm a
i
j
ir i
successes
of
war
were comRobert Chris man, poet and editor, spoke on the history of
pounded
by
further
nature of
the
Black literature in Wednesday's convocation. Photo by John
the Second World War itself, as
Walsh.
they wrestled with the question of
whether or not World War II was a
necessary war.
In the tradition of Jean Renoir's MO'J
uKuicipKvc
uibiiu,.; uiuaivni,, g
French Filmmaker Alain Kesnais;
...
The results of a recent survey Although assessing the strengths California at Berkley, the attempted to address these con- - ''
.
conducted by Everett Car II Ladd of academic institutions by using University of Chicago, Harvard, cems in two of his films, "Night and
TO SEE BETTER...
Fog,"
"Hiroshima,
and
Mon
Lipset
Seymour
Martin
University
and
the
Jr., and
of Wisconsin at
peer judgments is a controversial
!SEE PERRY OPTICAL
will interest students planning to
method, the ratings still have Madison, with the latter three Amour."
"Night and Fog," which focuses
pursue graduate education after merit.
institutions receiving the. same
graduation. The survey, published
ratings. Economics professors on the horrors of the Nazi death
The three schools in the country rated Harvard and the camps, is concerned with memory'
in the latest issue of Change,
with
the highest faculty ratings in Massachusetts
faculty
asked the
of colleges to
Institute of as it manifests itself in the banality
Technology at the same level of human experience. It forces us
rate the quality of graduate the. areas of English, Foreign
followed by the University of to see the genocide perpetrated
schools according to the faculty Languages, and History were
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
members of, each school. Harvard University, Yale Chicago and Yale. Finally, in the upon six million European Jews as
University, and The University of discipline of Psychology, Stanford, an easy way of being taken in by '
NEW FRAMES
California at Berkley.
the University of Michigan, and something . beautiful. Resnais'
NEW LENSES
Harvard
received the highest photography - illustrates
this
again
League
Ivy
schools
The
"
PRESCRIPTION
graphically, as a panoramic color V
were rated highly in the field of ratings.
ratings
SUNGLASSES
These
imply
do
not
shot
of
that
slowly
the
countryside
pans
biological sciences with Harvard,
LENSES DUPLICATED
Stanford and Yale heading the list,' only three certain graduate into the- - stark nakedness of the
WORLD-WID- E
respectively. Inanother science, schools in each area have good concentration camp. The film gains
Harvard, Stanford and programs or reputations. When control over the viewer's revulsion,
chemistry,
PROMPT REPAIRS
TRAVEL
the University of California at applying to graduate school other and forces us to observe the -Berkley, and the California areas of toncern besides atrocity for what it truly is. Resnais
SENSIBLE PRICES
Institute of Technology were rated reputation of the school according places the chaos and the night-- SERVICE
to its faculty members would be mare into forms we can not forget
at the top.
ALL
the institution's job ' placement "Night and Fog" questions, as well '
TAKES VOU
As for the social sciences," record and the specific area of as warns. It insists that - the ; PRESCRIPTIONS
specifically Sociology, faculties are graduate study pursued by the Holocaust is a responsibility shared
FILLED
the strongest at the University of student.
,.
by alL
- In "Hiroshima, Mon Amour,"
Resnais displays the horrors of the
333 EAST LIBERTY
Our
PREPARE FOR:
Atomic age through the lives of a
tOthl
264-234- 4
French actress and a Japanese .
ON E264-SS- 99
j
"."DAT D3T
architect in Hiroshima. The film is a
"expressive film." It speaks to the '
- COST UI1T. CAT
subjective state of mind, and
'
ADVERTISEMENT
attempts to grasp the ambiguities
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
of life. Resnais states that tt Is'--- "
I will give no deadly medicine to anyone if asked, nor suggest such counsel, and in like
impossible to talk about Hiroshima.
manner, I wiH not give a woman a pessary to produce abortion.
NATL DENTAL BOARDS NURSING BOARDS
Rather, the horror surrounding it'
Oath of Hippocrates
Flexible Programs ft Hours
ABORTION FACTS
can only be felt through indirect
"It was repulsive to watch live fetuses being packed in ice while still moving and trying
"experience. It is here that the idea
to breathe, then being rushed
a laboratory.' Upon her request to be excused from
' helping with such abortions, toshe was threatened
of a fusion of text and image is
fired,
"being
with
harassment,
- intimidation, restrictions in assigned dunes,"
for Information Please Call:
and finally quit her job.
introduced, and through this Res- -

tf
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PERRY
OPTICAL
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Survey Examines Graduate Schools
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There IS a difference!!!

Testimony, Mrs. W. Pick, anaesthetist
Pennsylvania Abortion Commission

371-003-

5

(collect)

14055 Cedar Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44118

I

WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 835, WOOSTER, OHIO
9

-

MANSFIELD

6-1372

1-419-52-

or call
EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid
FREE Pregnancy Hotline

1-800-34-

264-528-

4-7211

Gust off

1-2- 71)

I

r

EPUCATTOWAICEMT
CENTER

test peen
enariON
SINCE

l3

SPECIALISTS

Ask About Locals and Compacts

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL
Canters In Ma tor US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and lucino, Switnrtaoe
FREE- -

800-223-17-
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Compl eted

broken main water line was fixed underground electrical cable
and finally the broken floor tiles in which Was damaged by lightening
last quarter. So that the campus
. the basement of Kenarden were
'
carpenters . silently invaded the replaced One of the last tasks of would not be paralyzed if this
dorms repairing chairs, replacing the plumbers was to install a new should happen again, three
doors and in general trying to water fountain in the basement of emergency generators have been
installed, one in the telephone
make dorm living more Babcock.
comfortable and appealing during - , Now that plumbing concerns equipment room, the boiler room, .
had been dealt with, the' and the library. Also metal antler
the next six months.
During winter break plumbers carpenters put their skills to work, plates at the desks in Armington's
study rooms were replaced by '
audio-visuworked diligently to alleviate the. completing the
plastic
plates. "If plugs weren't
office
in
library
the
well
as
as
irritating problem of flooding in.
pulled
of the old metal antler
out
escapes
fire
the
Kenarden.
at
The
Douglas.
blocked
up
roots
"Tree
.
the . drain tiles," explained Ed installation of new doors at Scot plates correctly, people could be
Cerne, director of Physical Plant Cottage, and the replacement of shocked or a short was caused,"
stated Cerne.
Services. "We had to evaporate deteriorated doors in the Annex
Other electrical work included .
Kenarden
and
was
also
major
a
the northeast corner of the
the installation of several
building and repair the drain tiles project.
The electricians' attention was additional telephones in Compton,
to stop flooding in the basement."
'
Still
on repairing an Wagner, and Wishart.
the
Armington,
centered
Next door at
tl
l L campus we
'
orra in wmcn
aiwuier
' I
en bettered by the efforts of
As students abandoned campus

,

,

last November, a crew of
plumbers, electricians, and
.

.

.

-

oak-panele-

:

d

al

r
tllil
With
beniors Can Graduate Early
?uwhichrcc?vcdanew
Idditional Summer and AP Credits neanng
system and a new
cont'd from pg.
t--

r

-

1

Wooster's college-agestudents,
is to register for classes while still

sculpture room. Finally, in Wishart

of 400 in this year's new carpeting was installed in two
"
senior class are planning to offices.
in high school. A high school
graduate at the end of winter
The hard work of the crew is
student, by meeting the college's
quarter, 1979. If these students evident all around campus, from
criteria, is permitted to take one follow the trend set by early the new
l
office in the
class along with his high school ' graduates of the last few years, library, to the fire escapes in
studies, or fake courses the however, most will be back for Kenarden and a new water
summer before his freshman year.
official commencement services in fountain in Babcock.
"We do not have many students June. "Graduating early can be
who . enter the college without
great; I did it myself," offered Dean
having finished their senior year of Hoiliday. "But if early graduation Wooster-in-Vienn- a
high school, but many students do involves rushing four years of
take courses along with their high important intellectual and social
Three weeks ago, the Voice
school classes." noted Dean pursuits, it may cause more harm published a list of foreign study
Hoiliday.
.
than good," she concluded.
programs available to Wooster
students. Here is one additional
program, with information on
costs and requirements:
cont'd, from pg. 1
The Wooster in Vienna
i
"calls a student's attention" to the ., ?fCtion on individual rights and --program, offered this summer for
Ohio regulations concerning the ' responsibilities and respect for the twentieth consecutive time by
other individuals, but only Wooster's German department,
consumption ' of alcoholic uemson required that a non- involves an
program
beverages and 'claims that any alcoholic - beverage be served concentrating on German
violation of these laws "is subject whenever an alcoholic beverage is language and culture followed by
to prosecution by state provided
two weeks of independent travel in
authorities."
Europe. The session is open to
Fifty-si-

d

x

-

.-

audio-visua-

-

Ten Nights in a Barroom, a temperance drama, can be seen
tonight, Saturday night and Sunday afternoon in Freedlander
Theatre. Photo by Amy Sancetta.

.

Program Offered

.

"

--

Alcohol Rules Compared

1

--

eight-wee-

k

- r Applkat
ions are now being

Oberlin College allows only 3.2

beer on campus, but the rule is a I
accepted for the position of
local one rather, than a college
regulation. Beer is served at tditor-- i
ot the
WOOSTER VOICE for the
Oberlin seven days a week in their
1979-8- 0
school year. Duties will
student center.
Oberlin is the only other, begin Spring Quarter and will
comparable college with drinking . continue until the following
March. Interested students
laws similar to Wooster's, and they
n-L,-

should

frequency of

allow more

consumption than Wooster does.
All colleges studied state that
college students must comply with
Ohio laws, but most deans that
were contacted felt that this rarely
happens at their institutions. All
alcoholic policies also contained a

write' a letter of

application, stating relevant
background and ideas for
improvements in the newspaper, and mail it to Richard
Figge, Chairperson of the
Publications Committee. The
deadline for applications is
Monday, February 26, 1979.

--

-

Dream
shattered
cont'd, from pg. 4
,

nais asserts that humanity has a
tendency" to too easily exonerate
itself. Films such as "Hiroshima,
Mon Amour" serve as a painful,
yet necessary, reminder of the
human capacity, as" well as
decency.
"The Shattered Dream" Symposium is sponsored jointly by the
French and History Departments.
On Tuesday, Dr. Carolyn Durham
of. the French Department will
deliver the final lecture, on the
War
invasion of the
French novel by philosophy, in a
talk entitled "What is Literature"'"
--

post-Worl- d

following courses: German 111,
uz, 113, 201, 250, 251, 321, and
Fine Arts 512. All are taught in
German. The program results in

three Wooster credits.
"Cost amounts to $2,100; a figure
which includes tuition, three meals
a day, housing with Viennese

-

family, various weekend

excursions, and round trip travel
from New York to Europe. It does
not include the cost of the
independent travel which follows

u

:
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many savings
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COLD
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and Win
Champagne
Soft Drinks and Ice

When you get dug out, come on down,
lot's of new goodies!

PIZZA
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your money grow so it can
unlock tomorrow.

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO V003TEIt!
Come See Us:
Sat-6p.m.-2a.-

i

The key to having money
later is with saving now. Wc
can help you with one of our

Made to Order Chese. Pepperonl. Sausage,
Mushrooms. Anchovies, Peppers, Onions

Fri.

.
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the session.

hiet
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beginning, intermediate, and
advanced students and offers the

To Leave Your Car

Ph. 262 0444
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Woosteir Stademnt View: Politic sum Africa
. by Etienne B. ,
Senega is an African nation

of playing off his growing
opposition allowed two other
considered moderate and parties one on the left and one
democratic in its politics and on the right of Senghors PS. The
qualities pleasing ground roots party with support
government
to capitalists in Europe and the among the intellectuals, the
United States. Indeed, Senegal's
Mouride brotherhood (most
political and economic relationpowerful Muslim brotherhood),
ships contrast with those of and the general population, the
African states such as Guinea, RND, continues to be illegal,
Uganda, Tanzania, or Angola. In rendering Cheikh Anta Diop's
this article I intend to describe the . popular support unrealized. The
nature of those relationships and 18 years of Senghor have been
the conditions resulting for the characterized by strong
Senegalese people.
economic, cultural,, and even,
In 1960 Senegal gained its military ties with France (French
independence from France under soldiers serve their military duty
the eminent leadership of the here in Dakar). Progressive
nation's leading scholar, the first leadership such as that of
African to earn the title of Agrege Mamadou Dia was stagnated and
in the French language, Leopold S. eliminated by Senghor, who chose
Senghor. Since that time there a politic of
economics, and
have been opposition parties, an looked to strong support from the
attempted coup by the Prime major Muslim khalifs whose
Minister in 1962 (Mamadou Dia, influence on rural votes preserved
who is still active as the leader of Senghor's popular support. In
an illegal short, Senghor's leadership has
the RNDP
conglomeration party' on the left), neglected real social progress. The
and years of one party rule, aO theme of "cultural development
others being declared illegal. Then before all else" has been used to
in the early 70's Senghor, as a way justify the slow' feet dragging on

only serious Senegalese

'

newspaper sold), "le 50160,'' is a

"socialist democracy."

The

observations may put
that claim in serious doubt.
SOCIALIST?
Thousands of beggars line
Dakar's streets night and day,
from mothers with scrawny babies
following

.

.

blind on hands and knees
a
dirty, suffering throng in a society
whose extended family system has
a large capacity of hiding poverty.
The rate of urbanization is near
10 annually, and it is estimated
that unemployment is 50 in

Dakar. The peanut farmer
(peanuts are the one major cash
crop) is hungry even in good years
of rainfall (last summer was the
first good year in 8), hence the
s
cause of urbanization.
of the commerce is
Three-fourth-

controlled by Lebanese,

Mauritanians, and Moroccans,
whose interest in Senegal is almost
exclusively economic. Industry is

--

FAR CAS?
AUDIO

2ET

M.

II

--

French

woman, spend his

summers in his home in
Normandy, visits Giscard

d'Estaing often, and then returns
to his Palace, which he inherited
from the last French colonialists in
I960. Medical care is socialist in
theory but it is a commonly
accepted fact that if you cannot
come up with enough money you
may die while waiting for care.
Scholarships are granted to sons
of government ministers, while '
poor students from the rural areas
go without and end up sleeping on
the floor in friends' dorm rooms,
and eating one meal a day, and
perhaps flunking out as a result.
The extent of corruption is high
due to the inefficiency of the
bureaucratic structures (who
rarely work without a little money
under the table), a system
inherited by the French and
subsequently Africanized.

DEMOCRATIC?
One can talk politics in his home
or dorm room but if one intends to
"act, the ears of the government
party become very verbal. This is
the case among students at the
University
of Dakar. Leftist
newspapers with a serious content
have been successfully censored,
e
disappeared from
(Asie-Afriqu-

the

newstands

CIV

.

of

"assimilation," "Metissage," and
"culture of the universal' are the
basis for his being more than the
French, so to speak. In fact,
Senghor, who is married to a

soon after

publishing some truth about
Senegal), and even films are

"

-

bureaucrats (60 of the hotly disputed by linguists
government expenditures go for (Senghor speaks Wolof with a
Serer and . French accent), has
salaries of the huge civil service),
and some professionals, and they caused the abrupt halt of written
are rich, even by - western Wolof. Senghor talks' about
standards. Senghor, who is past introducing Latin and Greek in the
his time, even for those who agree' schools and English as a second
with his politics (he is in his 70's), language still takes precedence
and whose philosophy

to footless children leading aging

other political considerations were
the real reason.' Senghor's self- -

in French and other foreign hands.
The upper class of Senegalese
society is comprised of professors,

the
government party newspaper (the

tip-to- e

52-STR-

V

social and economic issues.
Senegal, according to

.

-

censored. Ousmane Sembene,
the leading Senegalese film maker
has had two of his works banned in
Senegal, on the grounds of
incorrectly spelling Wolof, but

(non-violent-

),

--

--

enormous. A society" of exploiters
and exploited, of idealism and
of passive optimism and
co-optatio-

ALL

$7.98

THISTLE
Writers of poetry and prose,
artists and photographers - are
encouraged to submit their work
to THISTLE, the College of

Wooster literary magazine.
Contact Professor Annetta

Jefferson, Room 3, Babcock Hall.

ShopANNAT'S

Department Store

ALBUMS AND. TAPES

ARE ONLY
ALL OTHER ALBUMS,

CASSETTES, $1.

$4.99
8TRACIIS &

OFF PRICE MARKED

sale ends Saturday

328

east liberty st.

Downtown Wooster
OPEN: 9:30 to 5:30 mon.-sat- .,

Phone

264-9i-

ri

9PM fridays

n,

helpless pessimism.

Shop: Man. thru Thurm. and Saturday 9:30 to 5:30
FRIDAY EVENINGS I'ntil 9:00 p.m.

(except

v.

the lack of. truly democratic
processes in Senegal. People are
waiting for Senghor to kick off,
while he works the constitution to
ensure favorable succession after
he is gone. Student idealism is very
strong, yet mobilization of an
opposition which is destined to
join the bourgeois class is highly
unrealistic. The unemployed
throngs of youth have neither the
sense of direction nor the ability to
organize to pose a threat
they
are occupied with the next meal.
Prostitution, street muggings
'
and pickpocketing
are the everyday reality of Dakar,
where the gulf between the rich
and poor is so extreme.
The issue of Wolof is of vital
importance to Senegal. If Wolof,
which is spoken by 90 of the
Senegalese, were to gain status as
the language of work, the society
would be transformed. Yet
because this change would also
endanger the economic interests
of the ruling class the chances of
official recognition are slim.
In conclusion, Senegal is neither
socialistic nor democratic. It is a
society where the contrasts..

iVOQM

EVERYTHING
DM STOCKS
red tags)

jf

Serving Wooster
and Wayne County
Since 1879
'
Four Floors of
Women's and Children's
Apparel and Home Furnishings

."-Men-

's,

JxftavA dWatCa
Good Merchandise Our Business And Pleasure Sine 1879
Public Square; Wooster, Ohio

Ranked 15th in Nation
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Balsei? lejiLaired in

changed," Van Wie said. "If
anything the game enhanced my
respect for them. They've got it all
together."
f
The Scots, now.l&4, have had it
"all together" all year but the going
will be tough as they close out the
regular season tomorrow night
against Marietta then start the
OAC tournament next week, all
with the services of Fred Balser.
"Freddie is one of the finest
players we've ever had at Wooster.
No question," Van Wie said. "But
we're capable of playing good
basketball without him. We have to
deal with the situation positively."
"The starters have to keep doing
what they've been doing, they
can't take up the slack. It's the
people on the bench who have to
make the difference."
hT place of Balser, Van Wie
plans to start senior George
Zambie, who for three years has
been the Scots' "sixth man."
According to Van Wie, Marietta
is a type of team that will come into
tomorrow night's game "with wrists
cocked," meaning they love to fire
away from anywhere on the court.
Despite an undistinguished
conference record they are capable
of beating anybody, as evidenced
by their
win over Wittenberg
last weekend.

"

by Jim Wilkhis
as they found Dick Airman open
The Fighting Scot basketball under the basket three straight
U team won a basketball game but
but
times. Oberlin closed it to
the Scots continued to ' find
. lost a star as senior Fred Balser
suffered a separated: shoulder in openings in the middle of Oberlin's
zone as Airman scored 12 of
the final 35 seconds of the Scots
79-7victory over Oberlin last Wooster's first 16 points on layups
Saturday. Balser will be out for the and foul shots.
"
- rest of the season.
"We put in a special offense to
.
Van Wie said.
"It was a great game' and we attack their
played extremely well," coach Al The guys did a good job reading it
VAn Wie said, "but it had a tragic and it opened up the inside for us."
Wooster and Oberlin traded
ending."
baskets throughout the "last 10
It was an unfortunate end to
r
minutes of the first half as Harry
career
Blaser's brilliant
Thomas' hot hand and 16 points
but the way he went out characterized his play over those four seemed unstopable.
In the second half it was Balser's
years: hustling. With 36 seconds
turn to get hot as he hit for 12
left on the clock and Oberlin down
by seven, the Yeomen rolled in an points in the first ten minutes. A
Balser jump shot from the right
inbounds pass to save seconds.
side of the key gave Wooster a
Balser lunged for the rolling ball
62 53 lead with 10:30 to play but
just as Oberlin guard Earnest
OberHn was able to whittle that
Mackey reached down to grab it.
The two collided with Balser's lead down to 66-6- 4 with just over
shoulder hitting Mackey's forhead. .five minutes to go.'
At this point Oberlin committed
Mackey suffered a mild con- its seventh team foul of the half
, cussion.
and Wooster began cashing in at
the foul line. Eleven of the Scots
Throughout the game Balser
final 13 points came from the
demonstrated while he is probably
charity stripe.
Wooster's most valuable player.
Junior Jim Burns hit eight ' of
Balser was assigned the task of
scoring eight free throws during the game
Oberlin's
guarding
to lift his Ohio Conference leading
machine Harry Thomas and
though Thomas finished with 24 free throw percentage to .935. He
finished with 14 points. Dick
points Balser blocked three of his
Airman had 20 points and seven
shots and made him earn every'
thing he got. He also got 18 of his rebounds while Gib Tecca added
12 points and a game-hignine
team high 22 points in the second
rebounds.
.
half.
"My opinion of Oberlin has not
lead
Wooster broke out to a
9--

1-3-

8,

-1

3

.

L- -

1,"

four-yea-

:.

I

-,

.

i

"

4-- 7

52-5-

0

Fred Balser closed his Wooster career with a stellar performance,
scoring 22 points against Oberlin. A separated shoulder will keep him
out the rest of the year. Photo by Amy Sancetta.

Trackmen Ninth in Relays

by Jim Wilkins
The Scot indoor track team,
suffering from a lack of depth

7-- 0

complicated

by

several

key

injuries, finished ninth in the 13
team Livingston Relays Saturday
at Denison University.
won the meet with 80
points, Otterbein was second, 71,
Ohio Wesleyan third, 65, and
Mount Union fourth, 62.
"If
you
don't do anything in a relay meet
like this," coach Jim Bean said.
"The only places we do have any
depth at all are the events we
scored in."
Those two events involved
Wooster's quart
which
the Scots have in abundance. The
Baldwin-Wallac-

have-depth-

yotr-dor- r't

er-mile-

quartet

e

"

rs,

of freshman

Dave

Dorinski, sophomore Ron Shine,
and juniors Bo Loeffler and Lou
D'Angelo placed fifth in the 1600
meter relay with a time of 3:45.1.
In the sprint medley relay

'

Dorinski, Loeffler and D'Angelo
were joined by. sophomore Tim
Jackson to finish sixth in 3:04.
This is the first time since I've
been at The College of Wooster
that we've had four consistent
Bean said.
quart
" Only a dropped baton kept the
Scots from placing in the eight-larelay. In the distance and field
events, injuries snuffed out any
chances Wooster had. In the long
er-miler-

s,"

p

jump junior Don Austin

reaggravated a leg injury and could
not get off a good jump. He then '
had to scratch from the triple jump
which prevented the Scots from
entering a three-mateam.
"I really didn't come away with r
negative feeling," Bean said. "W'
made a good effort, but were jus'
outmanned.
n

George's Day - Monday, Feb. 19th
Freshman Curtis Lloyd scored an 18-- 9 decision over Ohio Wesleyan's Steve Squires in the
GLCA tourney. Photo by Amy Sancetta.

Wrestlers Finish Third in GLCA
'

--

by Hank Sperry

The GLCA Wrestling Championships were held over the
weekend in Timken Gymnasium,
and the Wooster Scots seemingly
climbed out of their season-lonrut The Scots chalked up 92
points;.', good enough for third
event. Ohio
place in the
Wesleyan University took - top
honors with 144 points, followed
by Depauw with 122 points.
Wooster was third, . Wabash
trailed with 79, and the Oberlin
Yeomen were cellar dwellers with
an unimposing 31 points.
Curtis Lloyd, Mark Stans berry,
and Mike Williams were most

impressive for the Scots. Lloyd, at
126 pounds, posted an. 18-decision in his match against Ohio
9

:

Wesleyan's

Grace's Wine
.
Shoppe

H

W. North
262-5CS-

S

Strtet

134-pounde-

-

freshman finished undefeated,
received the trophy for most pins
by an individual wrestler in the
tourny (three), and captured the
crown. Said coach
Gary Fowler of his prize rookie, "I
believe, as did several of the other
coaches, that Mike was one of the
finest, if not the finest wrestler in
190-poun-

r,

finished with two wins: a 15-drubbing of Ohio Wesleyan's
Jerry McGee, and a pin of
Depauw's Juan Torruella.
Mike Williams
But
was again the star of the show. The
5

m

'-

-

Steve Squires.

Stansberry, a

g

five-tea-

.

CITY
NEWS

S. Market
262-515-

Greeting Cards

J

Buy any work or
Dress Sods
2nd pair of like

value

With any 2 pair

$1 00

of casuals or
Jeans fhe 3rd
pair $1 00

Dozens of other $Duys - Monday

Don't Forget $Dollor Doze
Thurs., Fri.

Smoke Shop

and

Sot.!!!
Feb. 22nd, 23rdy and 24rh
a push and shove
day
seeking
and bargain

Join fhe crowds for

Save from 1 0, 25 or 50
116

1

Newspapers

Magazines

One day onh boys

d

the tournament"

190-pound- er

f

-

I

.

h

L-

I

.

.

1-3--

Win Over Oberlin

79-7- 3

E. Liberty St. Ph.

262-677- 6

Brenner Bros.
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Swimmers Swamp Meskies; D einiasbini Next
by Brenda Luger
was the strength of the entire
senior day for the Men's squad that gave them a
Swim Team last Saturday, but it victory over Muskingum.
" TIT
1
"STZr.a 2T7!?m .V"w- -'
Vr
J
P-- "
It was

N .3HL

Honored at the meet were Mark
Pruiss and Mark Horner. Pruiss is

66-2- 7

,x

Z3

-

-' J ;.f

'-

n

co-captai-

of the team and a four--

'Jjr--

--

-

1-

-

year competitor who has been
"the first race of "the meet.
three years in a row.
Jeff
Although Horner took acne-yea- r
Strater swam an excellent 1000
layoff last season, he has been a freestyle to win that race, and
strong addition to the team during classmate Dave Unsworth
his three seasons.
- splashed to victory in the 200 :
The two men finished off their freestyle. Freshman Rick Wurster '
home meet careers in style. Pruiss was credited with Wooster's other
diverted from his speciality for the individual victory as he won the
day to win the 200 breaststroke . 200 individual medley. The relay :
while Horner dominated the. 200 team of McDonald, Pruiss, Stratrr
backstroke with his best time of and Rick Andrew finished off the
the season.
: J meet by winning the 400 freestyle
Stan McDonald relay. .
"
continued his outstanding season
Muskingum's : only victories
as he won the 500 freestyle in a, came from its
John
national qualifying time.' Moore. A triple winner at the OAC
McDonald has now reached championships last year; Moore '
national standards in three events, dominated both the. 50 and 100
including the 100 and 200 butterfly freestyles on Saturday.
races, which he qualified in earlier
"We weren't worried about the
this year.
score as much as just swimming
The Scots were victorious in five some good races," commented
other events as well, with the 400 Coach Bryan Bateman. The men
Medley relay team of Steve are setting individual goals now
Schobert, John Shaw, Dave and swimming one good event in
Shuster and Mike Weber grabbing every meet.
'-S-

i

Ail-Americ-

an

ophomore

All-Americ-

All-Americ-

an

'.

an

All-Americ-

an

--

-

"

AD-Ameri-

Stan McDonald has now qualified for the NCAA nationals in three events. Photo

can

by Amy Sancetta.

THIS WEEK IN SCOT AND SCOTTIE SPORTS ACTION:
& MEN'S BASKETBALL vs. Marietta at home Sat., Feb. 17,
70
Jf p.m.; OAC tournament to be announced.
Wrestling vs. Capital at home Sat.,' Feb. 17, 2:00 p.m.
INDOOR TRACK vs. Capital, Baldwin-Wallacand Otterbein at
Otterbein Fri., Feb. 16.
1 SWIMMING vs. Denison and Wright State at Denison Sat., Feb.

I

e

i 17.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs. Denison at home

i
1

C

;

i

Sat"., Feb. 17, 11

P a.m.; vs. Ohio Wesleyan at home Wed., Feb. 22. 8:3a p.m.

Icelandic's
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Introducing Wide-Bo- y
Service
to the Heart of Europe.$299 Roundtrip.
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Seniors Mark Pruiss and Mark Horner were honored at the
Scots' final home meet last Saturday. Photo by Amy Sancetta.

Part of the money you
give the American
Cancer Society helps the
International Association
of Laryngectomees help "
thousands of people to
' learn to talk again after
i their voice boxes have
been removed.

.

$5 . Ponua for first time donors with this ad.

-

"

t

:
-

Give to the
American Cancer

-

--

Open Mon-Sa- t

Society.
.
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Money
1

757-858- 5;

hard-foug-
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41'
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CITYI

low-scorin-
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For more information see vour travel a sent. Or write DeoL
Airlines, P.O. Box 105, West Hempstead, NY
11552. Or callfoO free. In New York City,
m New
York State, (800)
elsewhere, (800)

5C-396lcelan-

I
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r

s

I

10-8-

34.

opposed
to Defiance's
points.. Page, who left the game
Wooster, which has also experi- with less than one minute" remain- enced some difficulties in- - the ing with a mild ankle sprain,
rebounding department,
contributed 15 points and 11
the boards Saturday, main- - rebounds. ':. Walton was right : beadvantage.
taining a
hind, tossing in 14 points and also
Geary who has not pulling down 11 caroms. Buda
shot well throughout the season, sparkled as the team high reboun-der- ,
performed well in the clutch, hitting
snagging 13 boards. Though
on 8 for 15 for a game high 16

5

.

I

5)

.

And our great
bargain price is still
.the same as before.
Just $299 roundtriD .
from New York to Lux
embourg. $149.50 one
way. Price includes an
excellent dinner, free wine
and comae. No restrictions.
Tickets can be purchased
anywhere in the U.S.A. and
are good for a
fuD year. DC-1- 0
flights leave and
return five times
weekly.
There has
been one other
change at Icelandic We have a
brand new symbol and have added
lcelandair to our name.

r

by Deb Berg

The Wooster Scotties (4-snapped a three game losing streak
Saturday when they squeaked by
their host Defiance College (now
)
by a 47-4margin.
first
In a
half. Defiance was able to take a
13-lead with 10:18 remaining.
The Scotties whittled away and Val
Walton actually put them on top
momentarily by converting-- a
3
point play. The buzzer sounded
with Defiance maintaining a slight
- ;
edge.
Defiance's momentum carried
over into the second half. The
Yellow Jackets forged to a seven
point lead at 15:04 on the scoring
punch of Lori Hackathom and
Vicki Martinich. The "never say
die" Scotties fought back once
more, tying the game at 32 on a
Pat Buda feed to Laura Page. The
lead exchanged hands six times
within the final ten minutes. Four
consecutive baskets by Ann Geary
kept the Scotties within striking
distance. Walton sent the Scotties
ahead, 44-4with :58 on the clock
and then polished it off-- . with
another lay-ujust as the final
buzzer sounded.
A critical win in terms of Scottie
moral, the game had several
highlights for the victors. The
Scotties, after suffering two dismal
with team shooting per. games
centages in the low twenties, the
Wooster shooters redeemed them
selves, connecting on
as
21-1-
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